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Despite all warnings received, most 

countries in the world are still focusing on 

consumption of high revenues generating 

raw materials by which, deliberatly justify 

scientific research expenditures from various 

fields.

 The chase for economic performances, 

especially for diminishing the effects of the 

financial crisis makes difficult to assume the 

responsability of the European countries and 

big economic powers (USA, Japan) in what is 

concerning the carbon emissions cut that will 

not lead to the overstep heating above 2 de-

grees Celsius. Sources and informations be-

longing to the European Commission specify 

the efforts of Met Office together with other 
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of pollution right
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66 international institutions to build 5 restric-

tive climatic models for those greenhouse gas 

categories that, generated by the humans and 

plants, are accepted until the critical level of 2 

degrees Celsius B !"#2/;,2)2#4/%50'#*,0;,*"#

concentration is actually of 400 parts/million, not 

/660<,'.#&)%$/&&,'.#(!"#6"-"6#01#*"#FGH#$/%(&I2,63
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sions policies, the temperatures to increase up to 
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population, animals and plants.
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With all declarative measures on as-

suming the responsibility on cutting the CO2 

emissions, the European Union is overst-

eping with 5% the limits of 8% stipulated in 

the Kyoto Protocol (1997). (Recent reports of 
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It is worth mentioning that the older EU 

countries have recorded shortens up to 6,2% 

under the limits of 1990, caused not by the 

cutting down efforts, but by the economic cri-

sis that lead to closing down pollution caus-

ing companies. So, the financial crisis proved 

to have a positive impact after all!

Another sensitive point as effects and 

implications is concerning the “safeguard-

ing” policy provided by the EU Emissions 

Trading System (EU ETS) and the objectives 

regarding the renewable energy strategies. 
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The month of November 2009 was 

dedicated to the preparation of the Climate 

Change Copenhagen Summit (that took place 

in December 2009). Before that, the summit 

was prepared during the first Transatlantic 

Council USA-EU on energy that failed to ac-

curately set up cutting down of carbon emis-

sions by USA. The justification provided by 

USA is related to the non-existence of a na-

tional legislation on climate. Due to the fact 

that there are other countries that face difficul-

ties in drafting and implementing a national 

legislation on reducing the carbon emissions,  

the Unites States of America cannot avoid to 

formulate some realistic measures.

Since today the financial crisis is inter-

locked with the necessity of adressing the 

climate change, the Transatlantic Council on 

Energy has brought into discussion the tar-

gets of the sustainable development. These 

are conditioned mainly by two objectives: co-

operation on energy policies and technologi-

cal research. This new approach of building 

a sustainable energetic system provides op-

portunities to foster innovation and renew-

able energy, but also to obtain new jobs.

Although that climate change is visibly 

worring the worldwide public opinion, gov-

erns, decision makers, consumers and pro-

ducers, this subject was not able to make a 

profound impression on the Transatlantic 

Council on Energy, the recorded progress be-

ing insufficient. 

The main reason of this failure is repre-

sented by the controversial opinions on the 

obligativity of cutting down emissions im-

posed only to high developed countries; the 

USA position that is conditioning the reduc-

tion of carbon emissions to the reaction to this 
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objective of other countries (India and China 

particularly); the impossibility of continuing 

the Kyoto Protocol with a new change cli-

mate treaty; setting up of clear arrangements 

of both developed and developing countries.

Having no regard of the development 

level, the present financial crisis gener-

ates an anxious problem within developing 

countries, which are expecting more firm 

measures of economic support from the de-

veloped countries in what is concerning the 

purchase of carbon quotas. Alarming infor-

mation regarding the pollution quotas that 

can be accepted without an increase of hu-

man and environment safe temperature have 

determined drafting up some predicting sce-

narios of a pollution peak in the next 10 years 

(2010 – 2020), with the possibility of a total 

reduction until 2100. The pollution phenom-

enon, collateral effect of the economic growth 

and development is becoming a constant 

menace for our present and future life.
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ment upon the economic reasoning

The obsession of economic growth from 

the ’70s  has been fed up by the tendency to-

ward extensive and unlimited consumption 

of the resources, due to the free access of the 

highly economic developed countries to the 

raw materials grounds.

Vice versa, the passing from the ex-

tensive development to the intensive one, 

marked by the petroleum crisis from the ’72 

-’75 has changed the paradigm of resource 

used by maintaining though the same goal: 

economic growth – development. Despite 

this, the global political-economic-social pic-

ture is in a continuous change, being ani-

mated by new tendencies that radically affect 

the evolution and interpretation of economic 

facts.
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in different ways  the decisional process 
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velopment concept (SD).

The objective logic of development is in-

fluenced and even replaced by the subjective 

interpretation of the same rationality prin-

ciple. Today, global economic reasonings are 

influenced by measures that generate human 

and material damages, due to the competion 

and profit chase. The situation is firing back 

against the humans and the society, inducing  

a new analysis of the development terms un-

der the principle of sustainable development.

The spring of 2007 has represented for 

the European Union a firm start of the corre-

lation process of the environment protection 

activities, pollution, global warming and ad-

ressing the energy problems from both point 

of views of producer and consumer.

On 8-9 March 2007, during the session 

of European Council, it has been adopted un 

unprecedented agreement regarding urgent 

measures for environment protection. The 

agreement has stipulated 3 ambitious objec-

tives to be realised until 2020 : 20% from the 

EU energy mix  to be ”green”, cutting down 

with 20% the CO2  emissions, increasing the 

percentage of using biofuels in transport 

with up to 10% in total.

At the same level of political and strate-

gic importance, this issue has been adressed 

within three main areas: European energy 

policy, cuts of greenhouse gas emissions in 

order to limit the global warming, continous 

development of Lisbon Strategy.
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Thus, ambitious quotas of using the 

green energy have been proposed: Europe 

must use in a 25% renewable energy and 

should cut greenhouse emissions by 30% 

as against 1990. Although these objectives 

have been objectively and well-argumented 

backed up, the EU Member States have hard-

ly agreed to approve a quota of only 20% re-

newable energy and an effort of 20% cut of 

greenhouse emissions. Finaly, the environ-

ment ministers from the 27 member states 

agreed upon one binding unilateral reduc-

tion of 20%, valid only on EU territory.

For countries like Romania, this quota 

has represented an acceptable maximum 

from the point of view of national possibili-

ties of applying the reduction schemes of 

emissions. Taking, responsible, the position 

of new EU Member State, Romania has the 

interest and obligation to defend and pro-

mote the national economic interests and 

traditions in what is concerning the energy 

production and consumption. (For our coun3
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set up at EU level, is considered as normal and 
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Regarding the present debates from 

Copenhagen, our country has responsibly 

and unreserved supported the proposed pro-

grams and measures. (At the recent summit in 
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port for macroeconomic efforts of modernisation.)

The 20% quota of the consumed energy 

by the Europeans must be “green energy” 

(obtained from renewable resources); despite 

this, this target must be adapted to the ener-

getic specific of each country, to the natural 

energetic possibilities and its quality, since 

not all countries own similar energy sources.

The problem of including the nuclear 

energy in the category of non-conventional 

energy has been another challenge for the 

representatives of EU states. Since it is not 

considered a renewable source, the nuclear 

energy can be taken into account, but also, 

it can be an option to the cut of greenhouse 

gas emissions. A big success has recorded the 

proposal that Europe to become a leader in 

fighting against global warming, although the 

employers organisations from the automo-

tive industry have not been very enthusiastic. 

In this regard, there are expectations of a rad-

ical modification of the consumer behaviour 

from the automotive market that will choose 

alternative ways of transportation. B !"# /)3

tomotive manufacturers – European Automotive 
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the CO2 emissions and its correlation with this 
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the offer, due to the fact that 11 EU countries 

have already procedeed to correlation measures 

of the two indicators. Consumers of this market 
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the new aproach of environment and consumers 
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tem will determine the orientation of the demand 
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development

 If the choice stimulates competition, 

then the opportunity cost of the choice will 

be marked by the conditions imposed by the 

competition. As a result, one can choose ei-

ther policies to set up a unique tax (the pollu-

tion right is paid on the basis of the principle 

the polluter pays) or modified energy poli-

cies, oriented towards new sources. These 

policies are in constant need for substantial 

investment in research and innovation.

The first option is based upon the car 

producers interest that responds to the mar-

ket demand; the second option responds to 

the protection criteria of the human being, so-

ciety and future generations. Europe has now 

the decide between these two options that are 

pointing out, each of them, a major objective: 

economic profit, according to Lisbon Strategy 

and social and human benefits, according to 

the sustainable development concept. 

In the light of these conclusions, the 

study interprets the economic fact through 

and with the help of the economic scientific 

research results (design theory) B !"# *"&,.'#

theory represents the result of methodical and 
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for one of the sensitive areas of the market, that of 
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Academy for Sciences for Economy, 2007) en-

lightening the normative-positive report that 

governs economy. The economic benefits can 

be assimilated with the socio-human bene-

fits if the economic competition can be rec-

onciled with the social and environmental 

responsibility, the decision of the leaders to 

build a better and more powerful Europe, for 

the citizen’ benefit. In essence, the economic 

objectives cannot be separated from the so-

cial objectives, since the consequences are 

reciprocally supported. Economic develop-

ment and growth are triggering as collateral 

effects, negative externalities – pollution. The 

impact of this conditionality relation is on the 

air as public asset that becomes in the global-

ization context, a global asset. 

As a result, “the pollution right” in-

volves and determines to apply the principle 

“the polluter pays”, the imperative of setting 

up of a “pollution price” that derives from 

the apparition of the air market phenome-

non, with all the features of a market: com-

petition, demand, offer and auction of the 

pollution right.

By its construction, the Lisbon Strategy 

aims mainly two objectives: economic growth 

and job creation. As a strategy, it envisages 

economic competitiveness, social inclusion, 

environment protection – all objectives be-

longing to the sustainable development. In 

return, a veritable race is launched between 

the ”economic EU competitiveness” objec-

tive that generates negative externalities like 

pollution effect and globalization that points 

out most of the times, indifference towards 

a balanced development in report to the 

environment. 

On the other hand, sustainable develop-

ment has seven priorities, most of them re-

lated to the environment state and quality: 

climate change and clean energy, sustainable 

transport, sustainable production and con-

sumption, preservation and management of 
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natural resources, public health, social inclu-

sion, demography and migration, poverty, 

challenges of sustainable development at 

global level.

A flagrant shrinkage comes into sight 

since drafting numerous objectives is trigger-

ing conflicts felt by the market and popula-

tion. Of course, these contradictory effect will 

be visible also on economic and social poli-

cies elaborated at European level. In order 

to tackle this matter, it it impreative to be ta-

ben into account the following two points of 

view:

a) the report between sustainable de-

velopment (with its priorities) and 

Lisbon Strategy that targets compet-

itiveness through economic growth 

and job creation (that means eco-

nomic development),

b) the report between sustainable de-

velopment and EU economic com-

petitiveness facing globalization 

(competitiveness that flows froms 

the economic growth with its nega-

tive externality effects).

These objectives put on two different 

agendas, one economic and another politic 

states the concern towards increasing eco-

nomic performances within EU. They are 

aiming to correlate the performances with the 

principles of sustainable development and in 

the same time, to benchmark EU economic 

performaces against the rest of the world, 

submissive to the sustainable development 

need. There are two conclusions : first, the 

sustainable development strategy is shaded 

most of the times, even within the eco-social 

policy by the Lisbon Strategy objectives; sec-

ond, there is the need to better coordonate 

the national efforts with the EU efforts. These 

results are though less visible and felt.

G?*A7)*C(-'$(*$!2#%-&*-8*.-((!#%-&*1%C7#.

The cuts of the gas emissions that are 

pollution the atmosphere is a top priority 

objective for all the countries. The problem 

is that different countries have different vi-

sions of this reality. The existent situation is 

emphasizing the difference between the eco-

nomic interests, on increasing the profit and 

the social ones, regarding the future of the 

planet.
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whole world. USA, in its official statement, mak3
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Protocol are China and India, which are now 
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&(%,4(,-"#05>"4(,-"&P=#Protocol has set up judicial 

provisions for cutting down the emissions of 

six categories of polluting gas that have an 

impact on the decrease of the ozone mantle 

and effects on amplifying the solar radia-

tions on life. In addition, the same protocol 

has forced the signing countries to complete-

ly and accurately inform and communicate 

among them. The role of information is vital 

for the obtaining the NASH balance and thus 

in eliminating the asymmetrical character on 

the competitive market.

  Also, as it will be pointed out in the 

present study, the ”design theory” explains 

the role of the information in the double 
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auction of production and access to the pub-

lic assets, theory that we have adapted to the 

use of the „air”as public asset. 

The protocol that has been periodical-

ly updated, based on the current realities is 

comprising different ammendments, out of 

which two are important for the study.

I. First amendment is reffering to the 

right that pollution generating countries 

(those countries whose development is linked 

to the economic growth based on high con-

sumption of raw materials) in order not the 

affect the development to be able to purchase 

pollution quotas from other countries that 

are willing to commercialise this right fol-

lowing of a  less intense or even non-existent 

development .

II. The second amendment is reffering 

to the fact that, instead to apply the quotas 

of reducing the gas emissions (situation that 

embarasses developed countries focused on 

increasing the economic competitiveness), 

there can be overtaken quotas (meaning the 

right of emission) of other countries that 

are either prepared to do it due to the use in 

their own economy of high tech methods or 

in need of money, are interested by this kind 

of commerce.

Despite this, the Copenhagen Summit 

has launched a vivid debate related to the 

costs that will be supported by the devel-

oped and developing countries. Apart from 

the problem of cutting down emissions there 

have been formulated two separate opinions 

concerning the obligations to support the 

pollution consequences based on:

a) wealth of each country;

b) how much pollution is generated 

by each country. The geopolitical location 

has become a controversial factor and in ad-

dition to the debate regarding location on 

Nord – South, it was launched another one, 

between East-West. BC)&(%,/7# S%/'4"7# e/$/'7#

Norway, Great Britain and USA have announced 
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The general atmosphere of the 

Copenhagen Summit was marked by the 

suspicion that poor countries are lobbying 

for a „new world order”. Thus, the final 

negociations have been difficult and ten-

sioned due to the initiative of emergent and 

developing countries to transform the sum-

mit in a settlement of global governance is-

sues, where western industrialised countries 

to lose its dominant position. (Euractiv, 17 

December 2009).

The air, as natural resource with a re-

gime of free asset and unrestricted access, 

becomes in this global context an example of 

irrational use. Furthermore, its usage gener-

ates one of the most alarming negative ex-

ternality - pollution - that affects the general 

welfare. Since no one is paying for the respec-

tive asset, the dreadful effects of the econom-

ic activity are not taken into account until 

they become embarassing as implications in 

life, society and environment.

From a theoretical point of view, the 

costs related to the productive activities are 

reflected on the market, that does not point 

out the social costs felt by the society. In or-

der to tackle this economic and monetary 

injustice, the state uses the fiscal policy that 

is taxing economic activities and services 

having negatives effects on the people and 
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to the increased interest of economist to inter3
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cy of companies activities. Especially, that in the 
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It is obvious that the environment pro-

tection will be undertaken from now with big 

and consistent financial efforts both from the 

companies and the consuming population 

that in the end, is supporting through the en-

vironment taxes, an important part from the 

costs of this pollution. The companies will in-

crease its delivery price, due to the taxes im-

posed by the international organisations that 

have to obey the provisions of the protocol 

and the increased prices will be supported by 

the beneficiaries. <$1$+-B%2$((:9* #7)*0)(8$1)*

-8* #7)*HH4* 2)&#1!1:*0%((* ')*+%/%&%"7)+* $"*

#7)1)*0%((*')*$+-.#)+*/)$"!1)"*#-*%&21)$")*

the welfare.

The problem of trading the dioxide car-

bon emissions was outlined in 2005, when 

the European Union started to adopt projects 

on cutting down these highly polluting emis-

sions. The fact that EU Member States do 

not have the right of nationally allocate pol-

lution quotas for the indigenous producers 

(indicating a protectionist economic policy) 

has determined a radical change. In this con-

text, in Copenhagen, it was questioned the is-

sue of unused pollution rights, due to the fact 

that some states have not reached yet its pol-

lution limits.  A new dilemma has emerged: 

cancellation or prolongation of these rights in 

post-Kyoto period? 

New options have been outlined: open-

%&C* -8* $!2#%-&"* -8* .-((!#%-&* 1%C7#"* -19* %&*

2)1#$%&* 2$")"* 8-1* 2)1#$%&* 2-!&#1%)"9* 81))* $(-

(-2$#%-&9*$22-1+%&C*#-*#7)*IJ*()C%"($#%-&*-8*

$*.-""%'()*.-((!#%-&*K!-#$"? B !"#$0<"%#&"43

(0%7#40'&,*"%"*#/&#(!"#5,.."&(#$066)("%7#<,66#5"#&)53

>"4(#(0#(!"#/)4(,0'#01#$066)(,0'#%,.!(#&(/%(,'.#<,(!#

2013 and the other sectors (aviation included), 

&(/%(,'.#<,(!#NHNH=#P

As staging, the process of purchase of 

pollution rights will officially start in 2013 

(with 1/5 of certificates) and it will end in 

2020 when all fields of activity, considered as 

pollutioners will have to comply to the same 

trading rules. The revenues from the auctions 

will go to the participant countries at the auc-

tions and will be directed towards research. 

On the other hand, an ethical issue ap-

pears in the economic policy: if developed 

countries, on the globalisation principles, are 

exporting productions and all polluting ac-

tivities in countries where there is no envi-

ronment protection legislation, EU will have 

to further issue free pollution certificates in 

order not to reduce activities at the expence 

of jobs and economic development.  

The conclusion is : in a first stage, there 

occurs a decentralisation process of award-

ing pollution certificate at national level foll-

wing that in the second stage, this process to 

be balanced by centralisation at European 

level. This ambitious project of cutting down 

emissions by 20% until 2020 as against 1990 
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raises though serious economic, legislative, 

moral and ethical issues. 

From the point of view of the undertak-

ing method, the auction of the pollution right  

is the mechanism officialy recognised as be-

ing adaptat to the market laws, where the 

profitability principle rules as top priority.

In order to rationalise the adaptability 

of the design theory to the economic reality 

of the global auction of pollution right, there 

is a need to know some aspects related to the 

theoretical content, role and functions of this 

theory as scientific tool to asses the conclu-

sions found in the market decisions and eco-

nomic policy makers.

Globalisation and the need to improve 

the market institutions have determined a 

reconsideration of the performances of the 

competitive market and outdated economic 

institutions by the modifications of the nego-

ciation conditions between companies. From 

this point of view, the role of the complete 

and accurate information becomes a featur-

ing element for the succes or failure of a ne-

gociation. As a result, the state has to interfere 

on the market in order to correct the its limits.

 61-/*$*#7)-1)#%2$(*.-%&#*-8*,%)09*#7)*

design theory is part of the atractive issue 

of externalities and supporting private and 

"-2%$(*2-"#"*':*#7)*+%1)2#*2-&"!/)1*$&+*"--

2%)#:?* L("-9* +)"%C&* #7)-1:* %"* 1)8)11%&C* #-*

the review of the fundamenting concept of 

economic policies with regard to produc-

#%-&*-8*.!'(%2*$"")#"*$&+*$22)"* #-* #7%"*2$#-

egory of goods. 

Starting from these premises, we can 

link the issue of the air, as public asset  un-

restrictedly consumed, the pollution effect as 

negative externality drawn by the economic 

policy of development and growth and the 

mechanism of auction of pollution right, that 

we are explained through the theoretical in-

put of the three researchers.  

We have to mention from the start that 

if the transactions do not have an open char-

acter, meaning a free market, they will be 

marked by different interests of the compa-

nies (generators of pollution in our analy-

sis). This will determine the need to conduct 

private negociations between people and 

groups of interests on one hand and gov-

erns involved in trading the carbon quotas, 

on the other hand. The authors of the design 

theory have assessed the way through certain 

institutions can create proper conditions for 

undertaking the negociations, that a maximi-

sation of the profit can be reached (for both 

society and producer).

The public market, in our example, is 

a market that asseses ETS carbon emissions, 

fixes quotas and participation conditions to 

the auction of pollution right and finally sets 

the price ... of the pollution and therefore, of 

the air !!! The fact that air is an unreplaceble 

asset, its substitution being impossible makes 

difficult the conditions in which the carbon 

quotas market is working, due to the fact that 

the price and quantity will depend on some 

decisions that will determine different reac-

tions among competitors, affecting the soci-

ety and the environment.

In the case we are analysing, the trans-

actions are carryed out by multiple institu-

tional arrangements, meant to defend both 

the policies of economic development and 

the level of the profit. 

A7)* +)"%C&* #7)-1:* -!#(%&)"* #7)* -.#%-

mum mechanism of participation at the 

negociations of the sellers (countries that 

$1)*0%((%&C*#-*"$()*%#"*.-((!#%-&*K!-#$">*$&+*

'!:)1"* =2-!&#1%)"* #7$#* +-* &-#* C%,)* !.* #-*

its economic development that generates 

pollution).
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The design theory has focused especial-

ly on the optimum supply with public assets. 

No market can ensure an optimum and effi-

cient allocation of the resources and further-

more, of the public assets like air. This is why 

the design theory helps to understand the ra-

tionale behind the necessity of governmental 

funding of the public assets through taxation 

system. 

 The principle „the polluter pays” de-

termines two different situations, for two cat-

egories of polluters that will have to support 

pollution taxes : at micro-economic level, the 

individual has to pay the auto buy tax and at 

macro-economic the producers will pay for 

the right to continue its economic activity.

A7)* +)"%C&* #7)-1:* $((-0)+* #7)* )2--

nomic researchers to analyse using a new 

%&#)1.1)#$#%-&*-8* #7)*C$/)*#7)-1:9* #7)*.1--

2)""*-8*.1%2)*")##%&C*+!1%&C* #7)*+!'()*$!2-

tions. In these conditions the buyers and 

sellers are announcing the prices of the offer 

and demand to the auction. The auction of 

the pollution right facilitates the meeting of 

several countries (buyers) and several coun-

tries (sellers), thus taking place two types of 

auction that can be expanded at state level – 

institution. The agregated demand will come 

from the countries that buy the pollution 

right and the agregated offer comes from the 

countries that sell pollution quotas. The col-

lected information (regarding the individual 

or collective willingness to pay for a public 

asset) will be reflected by the balanced prices. 

Certainly, the decision mechanism will 

differently influence the behaviour of the en-

trepreneurs, since they will have to choose 

between the two objectives: profit or social 

welfare. To sum up, the decisions regarding 

the support of  big or small pollution quotas 

will depend both from the level of economic 

development and the support of one of the 

principles: "!"#$%&$'()*+),)(-./)&#*-1*)2--

nomic competitiveness.

Depending on the political and eco-

nomic choice, the countries that enter to the 

negociation will favour big quotas if they are 

supporters of a clean economy with sustain-

able perspective in the future or, on the con-

trary, will support the cut of the quotas in 

order not to affect the economic growth and 

loss of jobs.

The decision is for the eco-social policy 

makers of the respective society to take, by 

assuming the responsibility towards the eco-

nomic and social progress of that country. 

Here, it can be mentioned the opportunity 

cost of selecting the level of the pollution 

quotas.

The question is if there is the possibility 

to reach a behaviour balance of the two cate-

gories that express the demand and the offer. 

This process it is realised through negocia-

tion since the distinct behaviour it is based 

upon the different objective functions. The 

globalisation will expand the rationale from 

micro to macro and even worldwide. Finally, 

the private cost will face the social cost, that 

will determine to a pack of decisions materi-

alised in economic policies. The market de-

sign will interlock with the political decision.

In L.HURWICZ’s conception, the bal-

ance in negociation it can be reached if there 

is a compatibility between the incentives of 

the two categories of participants; this com-

patibility is reached on the revelation prin3

ciple. The principle highlights the fact that 

any result materialised in equilibrium can be 

multiplyed through an compatible incentive 

mechanism (profit expressed in money, for 

each part of the negociators).

Developed by R. MYERSON, the rev-

elation principle states also the success of 
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de poluare.

entrepreneurs that are accepting the mor-

al risc of their actions, in our case, the free 

adoption of negative externalities that gener-

ate profit.

The design theory is based upon the 

principles of the games theory. This requires 

a previous foreseen of the participants be-

haviour (in our analyse, two categories of 

countries that follow each the advantage of 

big/small pollution quotas).

The assessment of the demand, of-

fer and the determination of the pollution 

pressure upon the environment are provid-

ing the pre-requisites of selecting the nego-

ciation mechanism according to the different 

goals of those involved in the negociation. If, 

at these premises, there is added the use of 

„revelation principle” (taking into account 

the compatibility of the incentives for the 

two parts involved), the success of the nego-

ciation is granted for both seller and buyer. 

The theoretical succes of the design theory, 

confirmed by the practice is influencing the 

economic policy and market institutions.

The allocation and re-allocation of the 

emissions quotas is the differentiation mech-

anism of the objectives of those two catego-

ries of countries: developed and developing, 

that refletcs the development programs of 

its economies. On the other hand, the pro-

posal to use biofuels has its supporters and 

enemies, depending on the effects triggered 

by the pollution of the environment and de-

crease of food safety.

In worldwide language there is more 

room for new concepts and terms like : 

healthy green industry, clean economy, glob-

al market of carbon quotas, green technolo-

gy, decarbonisation of industrial economies, 

alternative energy, etc., all meant to prove 

that the world is passing through a profound 

and irreversible change. 

The strategy becomes a safe solution 

when there are not so many options, in terms 

of our analyse, the negociation strategy be-

comes the only way to make compatible dif-

ferent objectives of the demand and offer in 

terms of the countries that sell and buy pol-

lution right in the name of development, 

growth and global economic progress.


